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1.0  INTRODUCTION

The proposed site for the development is a located in the townland of 
Mayeston, Poppintree, Co Dublin. The site is bounded on the north by 
the M50, to the west by a large public landscaped space, to the south by 
Mayeston Downs houses and to the south and south-east by Mayeston 
Green and Mayeston Downs, and to the east by Silloge Green Lane. The 
proposal is for a residential development of 121 no. residential apartment 
units and creche, arranged in 5 buildings varying in height from 3 storeys 
to 6 storeys.

Background

The FCC-owned land on which the proposed buildings are 
located has an extent of 1.35ha, and falls approximately 
2.2m from the north-west towards the south-east. The 
surrounding context is characterized by perimeter block 
apartment buildings and terraced 2-3 storey houses. There 
are no existing buildings on the site apart from ground 
floor slabs and a road which were partially constructed 
circa 2008 (FCC Planning Ref: FCC 06A/1348 and 
F07A/1423), before the works were abandoned. Some 
soil heaps remain on the site as part of these works. The 
main part of the site to the west is fully fenced off and 
the eastern part of the site is overgrown grass and scrub. 
The soil has a high clay content and has poor penetration.

The intent is that the development will improve the 
amenity of adjoining areas and provide quality housing 
with a variety of units and communal amenity space. As 
a larger park and green  area is located adjacent to the 
project area, the focus for the public realm concept will be 
to provide safe,  local spaces for residents, to complement 
the  existing green structure. 



Site image with approximate indication of boundary 
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Trees along the M50

Trees along the M50

Extensive play 
area for sport 
and amenity

Large  park with 
play area  and tree 
lined edge to M50 New 

housing area 

Buffer zone to 
roadway



Images showing the entrance roads and surrounding green areas to the project area. 
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Images of existing situation
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Overall plan, existing situation
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Encouraging  active use of 
the public realm improves 
the quality of life for all 
residents. 

2.0  DESIGN 
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Visual of inner courtyard  (Source: OBBA) 
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A central green area with a  nature play feature

The main courtyard has been designed as a  traffic 
free, large green space to facilitate excellent sunlight 
penetration at all times of the year, as demonstrated in 
the sunlight studies prepared. It is  overlooked by many 
the dwellings in the project. Within this space a natural  
play area, stepping stone bridge and informal seating 
areas are proposed for this  eco informed setting.  The 
setting for the courtyard can be maintained to become 
more extensive over time,  if so desired by the residents 
and maintenance. 

Sustainable urban drainage

The central green area is sunken  to provide a dry swales 
as part of the SUDS strategy. Storm water runs off via 
pathways and flows to a north south collector located 
at the centre of the green courtyard. The collector is 
detailed as a dry stone rill with steel edges, which curves 
through the inner courtyard.  The intention it to raise an 
awareness of the drainage concept and demonstrate how 
suds can become a visible, valued  feature in the public 
realm. 
The (dry) swale is planted with grass and several varieties 
of trees ( some native) for all your round visual interest, 
biodiversity, and occasional shade. Zones along the centre 
of the swale areas to be extensively maintained with   
zones of  bioswale vegetation parallel to the collector. 
This vegetation can   tolerate occasional inundation, as 
the water level can rise to 0.5m height for short periods 

within the swales. 

Permeable concrete pavers are proposed in the majority of 
the hard landscaped areas.  Tree pits will also be designed 
to buffer water in wet periods and store water in dry ones. 
The tree pits are extensive, up to 20 to 25m2 per trees 
planted in hard standing or semi permeable paving. 

Edges, privacy and social protection

 It is not proposed to close off the courtyard with gates 
and railings but the combination of the clear thresholds 
to the space and the supervision by ground and upper 
floor dwellings will assist in creating a safe secure space. 
Ground level apartments have private gardens or terraces 
which are enclosed with hedges. These will be planted on 
publicly owned space, but can be privately maintained by 
the residents with a recommended height of 1.2m.   The 
proposed hedges have a mixed species planting,  chosen 
for biodiversity, security (thorns) and the ability to fix 
carbon. The crèche garden at the southern end of the 
site, will be enclosed by a beech hedge in combination 
with a railing. 

Green parking area

The parking area to the north of the site has been 
designed as a green parking area, with grasscrete parking 
spaces in combination with porous macadam  to slow 
run off and buffer water. A layer of trees has been 
proposed for the parking areas to mitigate the effects of 

Two green areas, Mayeston Park and Mayeston Green  are located 
adjacent to the proposed development  and offer significant  space   for 
outdoor activities. The principal objectives of the landscape design for 
the project area are to complement the existing green structure with 
high quality localised communal amenity spaces  and to contribute to 
the sustainability of the proposed development for sustainable urban 
drainage. 

Public realm concept  

Housing area
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particle pollution from the M50 and offer some marginal 
reduction in noise levels. The green concept is extended 
to the storage facility for bikes where stacked parking has 
been proposed in a secure transparent building with  a 
sedum roof. Runoff from the roof will flow via ground level 
drain to swale, which flows to an  attenuation basin in the 
nearby park. 

Play and pleasure

The central green area has a natural play area consisting 
of a felled tree, in combination with wooden play elements 
that bridge the collector section of the swale. Several 
benches for outdoor searing are located around the 
central courtyard. Concrete steps are integrated into the 
grassed slope to offer an informal gathering place for 
residents in one of the sunniest locations.  

Paving for  flexible spaces

A light-coloured concrete paving with natural stone 
topping has proposed to form a consistent surface 
throughout  the project area. A similar paving also been 
proposed for on street parking areas to visually reduce the 
width of the carriageways encouraging drivers to reduce 
speeds. A maximum speed limit of 30kph for the entrance 
street to the parking area is recommended. 



Visual of inner courtyard, looking towards the M50.  (Source: OBBA) 
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Proposed situation 
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Section A

Section C
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Sections



Section B

Section D
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Sections

Section FSection E

Section G
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Section F

Section H



Wadi or swale

G2 Wadi with bioswale vegetation D1, gravel drain with 
steel edges will be 
filled  with a fine grade  
grit.  

Temporary ponding in wadi

The central green area is sunken  to provide a dry swales 
as part of the SUDS strategy. Storm water runs off via 
pathways and flows to a north south collector located at 
the centre of the green courtyard. The collector is detailed 
as a dry grit rill with steel edges, which curves through the 
inner courtyard.  The intention it to raise an awareness 
of the drainage concept and demonstrate how suds can 
become a visible, valued  feature in the public realm. 

The (dry) swale is planted with grass and several varieties 

of trees ( some native) for all your round visual interest, 
biodiversity, and occasional shade. Zones along the centre 
of the swale areas to be extensively maintained with   
zones of  bioswale vegetation parallel to the collector. 
This vegetation can   tolerate occasional inundation, as 
the water level can rise to 0.5m height for short periods 
within the swales.

Public realm precedents
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Natural play

P1, Natural play 

Examples for natural play elements 

The swale area has a natural play area consisting of a 
felled tree in combination with wooden play elements laid 
over the collector section of the swale. Several benches for 
outdoor searing are located around the central courtyard 
to enjoy the sunniest spots. Concrete steps are integrated 
into the grassed slope to offer an informal gathering place 
for residents in one of the sunniest spots. 



T1 T2

T6 Tree pit detail with 20m3 of structural soil for 
trees in half open and in hard standing. 

T5

T3 T4

Trees

A palette of trees have been selected to offer year 
round colour and diversity. Lager formal trees have been 
selected for the entrance road to match the scale of the 
buildings. In the internal courtyards, smaller trees, with 
seasonal colour are proposed. Tree pits with 20m3 of 
structural soil and at least 1 aeration and water inlet are 
possibly required for medium trees planted in half open 
or hardstanding.  A check in the next phase will be carried 
out in  line with the Fingal Tree Strategy, to establish the 
need for tree pits. 
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H1

G3

H1

H2H2

Hedges Bulbs

Ground level apartments have private gardens or terraces 
which are enclosed with hedges. These will be planted 
on publicly owned space, but van privately maintained by 
the residents with a recommended height of 1.2m.   The 
proposed hedges have a mixed species planting,  chosen 
for biodiversity, security (thorns) and the ability to fix 
carbon. The crèche garden at the southern end of the 
site, will be enclosed by a beech hedge in combination 
with a railing. The western bouidary may possibly require 
a  low railing in combination with the proposed hedge and 
will be worked out in the detailed design.  

Perennial bulbs mixes can be planted into existing turf 
and have been proposed to enhance seasonal colour in 
the park. They are low in maintenance. 



The parking area to the north of the site has been 
designed as a green parking area, with grasscrete 
parking spaces in combination with porous 
macadam  to slow run off and buffer water. A layer 
of trees has been proposed for the parking areas 
to mitigate the effects of particle pollution from 
the M50 and offer some marginal reduction in 
noise levels. 

Green parking Sedum roof
The green concept is extended to the storage 
facility for bikes where stacked parking has been 
proposed in a secure transparent building with  
a sedum roof. Runoff from the roof will flow via 
ground level drain to swale, which flows to an  
attenuation basin in the nearby park. 

S4, grasscrete G3, sedum roof

S3, porous macadam Example of stacked bike parking

Lighting

Orientation lighting is proposed for the  internal 
courtyard, in addition to functional light posts as 
shown on the lighting plan by others.
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city pave vs5
heavy duty paving for modern cities
• Shift protection on five sides of the block provides maximum 

stability
• Manufactured with sparkling natural granite aggregates*
• Superb hard-wearing surface
• Vibrant long-lasting colours
• Significantly reduced efflorescence**
• Creates a striking, contemporary look

product specifications colours
Heather

Brindle

Silver*

Sandstone*

Bracken

Charcoal

Graphite*

Profiling on the underside of the stones produces a clawing effect in the pavement bed.

Mid Grey*

This product is available to download from our website in BIM Level 2 format.BIM

product size (mm) colours available
in 

stock
m2 per 
pack

m2 per 
slice

no. per 
m2 

no. per 
pack

weight (kg) 
per pack

CITY PAVE VS5 BIM 300 x 150 x 100 Graphite, Mid Grey, Silver YES 7.2 1.8 22.2 160 1565

Product type Concrete Paving Block
Manufactured to BS EN 1338:2003
Surface Layer Hard wearing surface layer with a minimum of 4mm 

and >350kgs/m3 cement
Surface Finish Standard or Textured Granite Aggregate
Granite Content* Not less than 53% of granite aggregate in surface 

layer for Silver, Mid Grey, Graphite; Not less than 45% 
of granite aggregate in surface layer for Sandstone.

Efflorescence** Minimum 12 hour vapour curing to significantly reduce 
the possibility of efflorescence

Strength > 3.6MPa
Slip/Skid resistance Extremely Low (>75 USRV)
Spacer Unique VS5 spacer which adds shift protection on five 

sides of the block
Installed to Specific installation instructions for City Pave VS5 are 

available from Tobermore
Q24 110

Applications Residential and Commercial when used in conjunction 
with the correct sub-base design in accordance with 
the latest British Standard.

Energy used 100% renewable energy
Water used 100% water used from rainwater harvesting system
Carbon Footprint Bracken: 

Brindle: 
Charcoal: 
Heather:  
Silver: 
Sandstone:  
Graphite: 
Mid Grey:

38kgCo2e/m2  

38kgCo2e/m2  

38kgCo2e/m2  

38kgCo2e/m2  

40kgCo2e/m2

43kgCo2e/m2

43kgCo2e/m2 

43kgCo2e/m2

Recyclable 100% of this product can be recycled
Recycled content Not less than 6% recycled materials included in Silver 

and Graphite
Manufacturing location Produced in the UK with locally sourced materials

 rating
www.bre.co.uk

Refer to the Green Guide to Specification, 4th Edition 
2009

Tobermore products are manufactured in accordance with an accredited ISO 9001:2008 
quality system. Manufacturing facilities are accredited to ISO14001:2004 Environmental 
Management. The company publish Environmental labels and declarations in 
accordance with BS EN ISO 14021:2001.

Important Information

Light coloured blocks emphasis tyre 
marks and oil spills. It must be accepted 
that these products will need more 
maintenance if the overall appearance is 
to be maintained. 

airclean® version available

ISO 9001:2008 ISO 14001:2004

Refer to all instructions and warnings on our website

visit www.tobermore.co.uk | call us 028 7964 2411 (ROI replace 028 with 048) | follow us 23B18

sienna
vibrant granite appearance
• Manufactured with sparkling natural granite aggregates
• Superb hard-wearing granite surface
• Beautiful strong, vibrant colours 
• Long-lasting colours
• Significantly reduced efflorescence
• Creates a striking, contemporary look

product specifications colours
Product type Concrete Paving Block
Manufactured to BS EN 1338:2003
Surface Layer Hard wearing surface layer with a minimum of 4mm 

and >350kgs/m3 cement
Surface Finish Textured Granite Aggregate
Granite Content Not less than 53% of granite aggregate in surface layer 

for Silver and Graphite; Not less than 45% of granite 
aggregate in surface layer for Sandstone.

Efflorescence Minimum 12 hour vapour curing to significantly reduce 
the possibility of efflorescence

Strength > 3.6MPa
Slip/Skid resistance Extremely Low (>75 USRV)
Installed to BS 7533-3:2005

Q24 110
Applications Residential and Commercial when used in conjunction 

with the correct sub-base design in accordance with 
the latest British Standard. 

Energy used 100% renewable energy
Water used 100% water used from rainwater harvesting system
Carbon Footprint
* kgCo2e/m2

50mm 60mm 80mm
Silver: 
Sandstone: 
Graphite:

20*
22*
22*

24*
26*
26*

32*
34*
34*

Recyclable 100% of this product can be recycled
Recycled content
(not less than %)

50mm 60mm 80mm
Silver: 
Graphite: 

10%
10%

8%
8%

6%
6%

Manufacturing location Produced in the UK with locally sourced materials
 rating

www.bre.co.uk
50/60mm:
A, according to the Green Guide to Specification, 
4th Edition 2009. A+, can be achieved when used in 
conjunction with a prepared recycled sub-base.
80mm:
B, according to the Green Guide to Specification, 
4th Edition 2009. A, can be achieved when used in 
conjunction with a prepared recycled sub-base.

Tobermore products are manufactured in accordance with an accredited ISO 9001:2008 
quality system. Manufacturing facilities are accredited to ISO14001:2004 Environmental 
Management. The company publish Environmental labels and declarations in 
accordance with BS EN ISO 14021:2001.

permeable version available

Silver

Sandstone

Graphite

Sienna Silver

Important Information

Light coloured blocks emphasis tyre 
marks and oil spills. It must be accepted 
that these products will need more 
maintenance if the overall appearance is 
to be maintained. 

Modular sizes available.  
See Fusion.

ML This product can be hand or machine laid. This product is available to download from our website in BIM Level 2 format.BIM

product size (mm) colours available
in 

stock
m2 per 
pack

m2 per 
slice

no. per 
m2 

no. per 
pack

weight (kg) 
per pack

SIENNA 50mm 208 x 173 x 50 Graphite, Sandstone, Silver YES 14.04 2.34 27.79 390 1628
SIENNA DUO 50mm
(both sizes in one pack)

208 x 173 x 50 Graphite, Sandstone, Silver YES 13.86 0.99 30.3 210 1607
173 x 173 x 50 210

SIENNA 60mm ML 208 x 173 x 60 Graphite, Sandstone, Silver YES 12.96 2.16 27.79 360 1822
160 x 160 x 60 Graphite, Silver YES 11.65 1.66 39.06 455 1636

Sandstone MADE TO 
ORDER

240 x 160 x 60 Graphite, Silver YES 12.48 2.49 26.04 325 1755
Sandstone MADE TO 

ORDER

SIENNA DUO 60mm BIM
(both sizes in one pack)

208 x 173 x 60 Graphite, Sandstone, Silver YES 12.87 0.99 30.3 195 1808
173 x 173 x 60 195

SIENNA 80mm 240 x 160 x 80 Graphite, Silver YES 9.6 1.92 26.04 250 1745
Sandstone MADE TO 

ORDER

160 x 160 x 80 Graphite, Silver YES 8.96 1.28 39.06 350 1629
Sandstone MADE TO 

ORDER

120 x 160 x 80 Graphite, Silver YES 9.4 1.34 52.08 490 1709
Sandstone MADE TO 

ORDER

208 x 173 x 80 Graphite, Silver YES 10.07 1.44 27.79 280 1831
SIENNA DUO 80mm BIM
(both sizes in one pack)

208 x 173 x 80 Graphite, Silver YES 9.9 0.99 30.3 150 1802
173 x 173 x 80 150

ISO 9001:2008 ISO 14001:2004

Refer to all instructions and warnings on our website

visit www.tobermore.co.uk | call us 028 7964 2411 (ROI replace 028 with 048) | follow us 23B18

sienna
vibrant granite appearance
• Manufactured with sparkling natural granite aggregates
• Superb hard-wearing granite surface
• Beautiful strong, vibrant colours 
• Long-lasting colours
• Significantly reduced efflorescence
• Creates a striking, contemporary look

product specifications colours
Product type Concrete Paving Block
Manufactured to BS EN 1338:2003
Surface Layer Hard wearing surface layer with a minimum of 4mm 

and >350kgs/m3 cement
Surface Finish Textured Granite Aggregate
Granite Content Not less than 53% of granite aggregate in surface layer 

for Silver and Graphite; Not less than 45% of granite 
aggregate in surface layer for Sandstone.

Efflorescence Minimum 12 hour vapour curing to significantly reduce 
the possibility of efflorescence

Strength > 3.6MPa
Slip/Skid resistance Extremely Low (>75 USRV)
Installed to BS 7533-3:2005

Q24 110
Applications Residential and Commercial when used in conjunction 

with the correct sub-base design in accordance with 
the latest British Standard. 

Energy used 100% renewable energy
Water used 100% water used from rainwater harvesting system
Carbon Footprint
* kgCo2e/m2

50mm 60mm 80mm
Silver: 
Sandstone: 
Graphite:

20*
22*
22*

24*
26*
26*

32*
34*
34*

Recyclable 100% of this product can be recycled
Recycled content
(not less than %)

50mm 60mm 80mm
Silver: 
Graphite: 

10%
10%

8%
8%

6%
6%

Manufacturing location Produced in the UK with locally sourced materials
 rating

www.bre.co.uk
50/60mm:
A, according to the Green Guide to Specification, 
4th Edition 2009. A+, can be achieved when used in 
conjunction with a prepared recycled sub-base.
80mm:
B, according to the Green Guide to Specification, 
4th Edition 2009. A, can be achieved when used in 
conjunction with a prepared recycled sub-base.

Tobermore products are manufactured in accordance with an accredited ISO 9001:2008 
quality system. Manufacturing facilities are accredited to ISO14001:2004 Environmental 
Management. The company publish Environmental labels and declarations in 
accordance with BS EN ISO 14021:2001.

permeable version available

Silver

Sandstone

Graphite

Sienna Silver

Important Information

Light coloured blocks emphasis tyre 
marks and oil spills. It must be accepted 
that these products will need more 
maintenance if the overall appearance is 
to be maintained. 

Modular sizes available.  
See Fusion.

ML This product can be hand or machine laid. This product is available to download from our website in BIM Level 2 format.BIM

product size (mm) colours available
in 

stock
m2 per 
pack

m2 per 
slice

no. per 
m2 

no. per 
pack

weight (kg) 
per pack

SIENNA 50mm 208 x 173 x 50 Graphite, Sandstone, Silver YES 14.04 2.34 27.79 390 1628
SIENNA DUO 50mm
(both sizes in one pack)

208 x 173 x 50 Graphite, Sandstone, Silver YES 13.86 0.99 30.3 210 1607
173 x 173 x 50 210

SIENNA 60mm ML 208 x 173 x 60 Graphite, Sandstone, Silver YES 12.96 2.16 27.79 360 1822
160 x 160 x 60 Graphite, Silver YES 11.65 1.66 39.06 455 1636

Sandstone MADE TO 
ORDER

240 x 160 x 60 Graphite, Silver YES 12.48 2.49 26.04 325 1755
Sandstone MADE TO 

ORDER

SIENNA DUO 60mm BIM
(both sizes in one pack)

208 x 173 x 60 Graphite, Sandstone, Silver YES 12.87 0.99 30.3 195 1808
173 x 173 x 60 195

SIENNA 80mm 240 x 160 x 80 Graphite, Silver YES 9.6 1.92 26.04 250 1745
Sandstone MADE TO 

ORDER

160 x 160 x 80 Graphite, Silver YES 8.96 1.28 39.06 350 1629
Sandstone MADE TO 

ORDER

120 x 160 x 80 Graphite, Silver YES 9.4 1.34 52.08 490 1709
Sandstone MADE TO 

ORDER

208 x 173 x 80 Graphite, Silver YES 10.07 1.44 27.79 280 1831
SIENNA DUO 80mm BIM
(both sizes in one pack)

208 x 173 x 80 Graphite, Silver YES 9.9 0.99 30.3 150 1802
173 x 173 x 80 150

description
316 grade stainless steel with a brushed 
polish fi nish.

dimensions
Height 825mm, width 850mm, outside 
diameter 48mm,  wall thickness 2.77mm.

options
Available as root fi xed, below surface 
fl ange or above surface fl ange fi xed.
Galvanized mild steel option.

Above and right, s36 cycle stands in stainless 
steel, root fi xed.

s36 cycle stand

street furniture designers and manufacturers omos

82
5

850

Ground level

25
0

street furniture designers and manufacturers omos
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Surface Materials Furniture

A light-coloured concrete paving with natural stone 
topping has proposed to form a consistent surface 
throughout  the project area. A similar paving also 
been proposed for on street parking areas to visually 
reduce the width of the carriageways encouraging 
drivers to reduce speeds. A speed of 30kph for the 
entrance street to the parking is recommended. 

A series of elements for the public realm have 
been selected to be robust and low maintenance. 
Wooden benches will offer a comfortable place to 
sit and encourage social interaction. Bike stands 
offer a no nonsense easy way to park. Bollards 
will keep vehicles out of traffic free areas.

S1, Concrete street pavers, light grey

F1, bench 

S1, Concrete street pavers, dark grey

F3, bollards 

S2, Concrete pedestrian pavers, light grey

F2, bike stands

Cumaru FSC 100%

    CorTen steel               RAL Colour

Root Care

Public Outdoor Creations
Proostwetering 78
3604 DB Maarssen 
The Netherlands

+ 31 (0)346 8301 72
info@publicoutdoorcreations.nl 
www.publicoutdoorcreations.nl

Bench
A-symmetrical

240x60x85cm
300x60x85cm




